
Parent Dictionary 

Summer Term 

Year 1 

Literacy Terms 

Tense– whether something is written in the past, present 

or the future 

Narrative- a sequence of fictional or non-fictional events, 

usually in chronological order 

Conjunction– a word to connect clauses or sentences e.g. 

and 

Adjective– a word to describe  a noun 

Verb- a word that indicates a physical action (e.g., 

“drive”), a mental action (e.g., “think”), or a state of being 

(e.g., “exist”).  

Noun- a naming word. It is a thing, 

a person, an animal or a place.  

Maths Terms 

Quantity- An amount or number of something.  

Double- a number or an amount that is twice as large as the 

given number or amount. So, if we multiply a number by 2 or 

if we add a number to itself, we say that the number is 

doubled.  

Halve- Splitting a whole object or number into 

two equal parts  gives half.  

Estimate- roughly calculating or judging a number or value.  

Topic Words– Magnificent Monarchs 

Century– A period of 100 years 

Decade– A period of 10 years 

Year– 365 days 

Period– A length of time 

Chronology– The order in which 

events happen  

Empire– A group of countries that a 

ruler has control over 

Kingdom– A country that a king or 

queen rules 

Monarch– A king or queen who rules 

a kingdom 

Monarchy– A country that has a king 

or queen as the head of state 

Reign– The period of time that a king 

or queen rules over a country 

Rule– To control a country or empire 

Ruler– A person who 

rules a country or 

empire 

Red Words/ Common Exception Words 

watch , watches, school, brother , today, says, love, 

come, once, ask, friend, house, our, Saturday , Sunday   

Musical Terms 

Pulse- The heartbeat or steady beat of a piece of music  

Rhythm- The pattern of long and short sounds in music. 

Pitch- The range of high and low sounds.  

Improvise- To make up a tune and play it on the spot 

Art Terms 

 
PE Terms– Gymnastics 

Apparatus– Equipment such as mats, benches and tables 

Table– Gymnastic apparatus which looks like a table 

Balance– Holding your body still for at least 5 seconds 

Point– Creating a pointed shape with hands or feet 

outstretched 

Control– To control the movements your 

body makes 

Computing Terms 

Toolbar– a narrow strip across a computer screen containing 

pictures representing different functions  

Cursor-a movable marker on a computer screen  

Font– different styles of text 


